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How many times dear reader have you found yourself in 
a quite challenging situation (having an ambitious student, 
but with depression, social, emotional and interaction defi-
cits, low self-esteem, OCD and everything connected with 
ASD) when the most crucial was timing (15 weeks and 
the same amount of subjects to pass by the given learner) 
and you have been looking for possible solutions without 
any further favorable outcomes wondering what should be 
another step of mine as educator in the upcoming end of 
the school year? This paper is some sort of answer on the 
given questions providing a far-reaching suggestion, after 
in-depth reflection and evaluation, for individual creative 
work in order to understand ASD students. Sometimes we 
need to give ‘three steps back to move one step forward’. 
Three steps back is a diligent investigation that consists 
of four stages, namely stage of novitiate (refocus), stage 
of puzzles, and stage of fixing the puzzles and stage of 
creativity. What’s more, we need to reflect on our thought-
fulness by analyzing acronym C.A.M.P.A.I.G.N.E.R. with 
specific personality traits. Possessing background knowl-
edge about the problem and ourselves we can move for-
ward by implementing creatively possible solutions to our 
circumstances remembering about being in every situation 
ourselves.
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Fig. 1. Homerton Conference Centre, Cambridge, July 3, 2016
Stimulus
Having been fortuitous to attend a methodological course entitled “Creativity in 
the Classroom” with Chaz Pugliese (Arnold et al., 2015; Pugliese at al., 2010) in 
Homerton Conference Centre, Cambridge in July 4–15, 20161, I caught sight of 
it even higher than just fruitful. On top of it, there are not many favorable cir-
cumstances to be in all respects a part of life changing experience throughout the 
whole savoir-fair in all one’s born days. Being exhilarated to distribute inwardness 
likewise schemes from the school year 2015/2016 and more philosophical insights 
thanks to new colleagues-teachers encouragement2. What’s more compelling, 
people have a tendency not to spend as much time on reflection as they perhaps 
should in order “to move one step forward after taking three steps back” (Chaz’s 
words) also in the classroom. The emphasis on contemplating corresponds with 
1  IB School No. 006654 International School of Bydgoszcz took part in two years Erasmus Plus 
program focusing mainly on linguistic and methodological teachers’ up growth. The aforementioned 
course was organized by Bell Educational Services featuring worldwide-recognized ETL speakers, 
namely Jim Scrivener (Academic Director), Lyndsey Warwick (Chief Executive), Adrian Underhill, 
Anne Young, Jacquelin Douglas. 
2  I would like to dedicate this paper to the whole ‘Creativity in the Classroom’ colleagues-teach-
ers group, namely: Francesca, Juliana, Katarina, Magda, Marcia, Maya, Madeline, Natalia, Ute, Valle, 
Matt and Juan. Thank you for being one of the best teams ever.
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a question whether you know yourself in terms of strengths and weaknesses, but 
especially what are your personality traits that can make a difference in a class-
room environment willing to be flexible as much as it is possible in order to teach 
children in the 21st century (Levitin, 2015: 329–369). 
Schema 1. Where does the creativity in teaching happen?  
Author: Jerzy Janiec
Let just make these three steps back. Apart from the course content I was fa-
miliarized to NERIS Analytics Limited Company and its sixteen personalities test 
(NERIS 2016). Around 37,7 mln people took it so far3, so a number of Polish in-
habitants in their country. I had been quite skeptical and cynical beforehand, but 
after some time I just realized that result, hinging on a clear-cut algorithm, actually 
describes myself. There was an urgency to combine the latest finding with educa-
tion and two far-reaching quotes: 
Remember two things: that there is no such thing as right or wrong and that you need to 
trust the process [in the classroom, ed. JJ]. – Chaz Pugliese, (Gurr, 2013; Pugliese at al., 
2010: 83–87)
More experienced colleagues tell me that I should play the role of a confident, knowledge-
able teacher. As I walk into my classroom, I feel myself trying to become that teacher, but 
somehow I’m never comfortable with it and never quite sure how I should be in the class-
room. (Scrivener, Thornbury, 2012: 36)
Have you ever reflected on a way of bonding people, making new friends and 
on a term ‘team spirit’? Why trust and honesty are crucial factors for teaching-
learning process? Why it is important to know students’ moods, routines, hobbies, 
ways they learn and other attributes? What are the ways to put theory into prac-
tice? How to motivate your students? Why on the grounds that we will understand 
3 On a day July 23, 2016; hour: 18:25.
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Howard Gardner’s (1983; 1993) Multiple Intelligences Theory (MI theory)4 schol-
ars are able to provide a meaningful learning environment not for themselves, but 
their students? Why any teacher should come as she/he is? (Scrivener, Thornbury, 
2012: 36–39; taking also into account Adrian Underhill’s suggestions from his 
workshop entitled “Developing Classroom Relationships through supportive Lis-
tening”). What are inclusion and differentiation? How they should work the best 
for my students? Why I am assuming that young learners are going to master in-
formation as I do? Why I am fixating merely on my strengths as a teacher not on 
my students’? (Pugliese et al., 2010: 84–85).
Diligence
Answering the given questions please imagine a situation, which you are going 
to be put in as educator and form teacher at once. One of your fourteen years old 
students is diagnosed with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD)5 of course 
including repetitive obsessions and compulsions in her behavior that occur at 
home, at school, during classes and breaks. After another set of interviews and ses-
sions with psychologists, psychotherapists and other specialists she is spotted with 
Asperger Syndrome/ASD6 having above-average intelligence and a dint of being 
a perfectionist with social, communication and interaction deficits7. To make mat-
ters even worse she is taking medicines without any positive reactions, consultants 
are not certain how to help and you have only fifteen working weeks during second 
semester (5 days each) to make sure that your learner is going to pass this school 
year with fifteen subjects and its subject teachers on a check-in list to issue final 
marks. To add, she is getting handle on depression, panic attacks, and problems 
with vision, breath and low self-esteem these days.
4 Forms of intelligences consist of: linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, body-kin-
esthetic, intrapersonal and interpersonal.
5  Definition given by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH): ‘Obsessive-Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD) is a common, chronic and long-lasting disorder in which a person has uncontrol-
lable, reoccurring thoughts (obsessions) and behaviors (compulsions) that he or she feels the urge to 
repeat over and over.’ Source: http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/obsessive-compulsive-disor-
der-ocd/index.shtml; 23.07.2016.
6  Nowadays categorization: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
7  For instance: ‘getting upset by a slight change in a routine or being placed in a new or overly 
stimulating setting’, ‘making little or inconsistent eye contact’, ‘failing to, or being slow to, respond to 
someone calling their name or other verbal attempts to gain attention’, ‘having difficulties with the 
back and forth of conversations’; from: NIMH, Autism Spectrum Disorder. Source: http://www.nimh.
nih.gov/health/topics/autism-spectrum-disorders-asd/index.shtml; 23.07.2016.
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What would you do?
Beyond the bounds of any theory that is given on workshops, additional cours-
es or in a form of guidance, here comes reality – metaphorically a skillful academic 
professor determined to scrutinize somebody’s perception, maturity, awareness 
and dexterity in a real life scenario not in a written test or any other similarly rel-
evant to school-like assignments. Notwithstanding this fact, the profile of criteria 
to assess your work is more likely to be the biggest concern. There is a chance of 
gauging individual from many perspectives by people having interest in the afore-
mentioned matter, namely the teenage child, her family, friends, relatives, other 
parents and students, but in essence you will be able to hear only two convictions 
‘success’ or ‘misstep’. During my course on ‘Creativity’ our tutor addresses a fear of 
accepting failure as one of the main reasons why teachers do not want to move out 
of their comfort zone not opening a little bit wider doors for learning. One of the 
most pervasive sentences that you can read is, as follows:
F a i l u r e  is simply a basic fact of life for the creative individual: what makes everything 
different is how the individual r e s p o n d s. (Pugliese at al., 2010: 85) 
In other words we need to find a smooth balance of everything overcoming 
obstacles and starting making our own research to refresh our knowing and un-
derstanding of the problem. Remembering that:
To think creatively is to learn to live one’s life with d o u b t, indecision and uncertainty. 
Some individuals may not like this, because it leads to anxiety. Creative people are con-
stantly confronted by darkness and far from being afraid, they quickly learn t o  a d a p t 
and move swiftly. (Pugliese at al., 2010: 86)
The aim of being diligent in education is not only to work hard being assidu-
ous, but also to recognize somebody’s wants and needs likewise emotions, to cre-
ate original and valuable solutions and implement them as soon as it is possible 
(Pugliese at al., 2010: 13–19; Scrivener, 1994: 82–98). Not having enough experi-
ence (a doubt) shall be exchanged with a self-taught process like the author’s of 
this paper (sequencing process of adaptation). Finding yourself in a total state-
of-art plight provokes you to speculate out of the box and moreover to discover 
unusual pathways that might be demonstrated in systematized stages behaving 
towards ASD students. My investigation consists of four levels:
a)  Stage of novitiate or/and refocus may refer to any educator, whose area of 
expertise is dissimilar to psychology, biology, physics and chemistry, for in-
stance a historian working as a form teacher. Perhaps it might be useful for 
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experts in the aforegoing disciplines adjusting knowing and understanding 
on more scholarly ground. One of the main objectives here is to revise pro-
cesses that happened in our body and mind as well as being introduced to 
neuroscience likewise neurodidactics building up some sort of a skeleton 
thanks to which we will be able to attach more detailed data after making 
generalizations (Berg et al., 2007; Bhikkhu Samahita, 2011; Feynman et al., 
1965; Longstaff, 2012; Stapp 1993; Zemełka, 2015; Żychlińska, 2013). 
b)  We undergo stage of puzzle(s) by defining a problem, analogizing8 and dis-
criminating9 this w h at  w e  kn ow  and w h at  sh o u l d  w e  kn ow  about 
any dilemma. In our case of study there is a necessity to pinpointed the 
successive puzzles of: perfectionism (Bonelli, 2015; Frank, 2015; Resourc-
es Result Relief, 2016; Smout, 2014); anxiety, communication and social 
deficits with their consequences (Falk et al., 2015; Fox, Francine, 1990; Hi-
ber, 2011; Napora, 2011; Schwartz, 2016; Swallow at al., 2000; Waszczuk 
et al., 2015; Wojciechowska, 2011; Zabłocka 2011); OCD (Bryńska et al., 
2011; Gorbis, 2016; Duncko, Veale, 2016; Pearcy et al., 2016; Smolińska, 
2016), ASD (Attwood, 2006; Baron-Cohen, 2008; Berney, 2004; Garnett, 
2013; Mazzone et al., 2012).
c)  Stage of fixing the puzzles is a long term proceeding when we are trying 
to find connections between at least two open to doubt diagnoses, observ-
ing them from various perspectives, analysing their positives and negatives, 
advantages and disadvantages, risks and chances to grasp for example OCD 
phenomena – ASD – Autism – emotional experiences – quantum mechanics 
theory in neuroscience (changing a way of thinking and behaving of indi-
vidual with ASD) – impact on peers and adults relationships, etc. (Fischer-
Terworth, Probst, 2009; Losh, Capps, 2006; Kelly et al., 2008; Neziroglu, Hen-
riksen, 2014; Paul, 2014; Russel, 2005; Ruzzano et. al., 2015; Samson et al., 
2012; Schwartz et al., 2005; Sofronoff et al., 2005; 2011; Zandt et. al 2007). 
d)  Stage of creativity (on three types of creativities read: Pugliese et al., 2010: 
11-12) corresponds with three above because finally we are able to aim for 
possible solutions starting with Jeffrey’s Schwartz four steps self-treatment 
method to overcome OCD (Schwartz, 1996; 2002; 2011), mindfulness and 
cognitive therapies (Bays, 2015; Burdick, 2014; Gorbis, 2016; Gu et al., 2015; 
Hertenstein et al., 2015; MacCoon et al., 2013; McKay et al., 2015), way our 
8 Analogizing in teaching-learning process means to compare and contrast things in order to 
understand them.
9 Discriminating in metaphorical sense is to make a shopping list of things ‘what goes in’ and 
‘what goes out’.
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learners acquire knowledge including MI theory (Caine, Nummela, 2001; 
Hüther 2016; Montessori, 1949), how to create a group of people with the 
same goal (Chybicka, 2006; Dweck, 2006), how to communicate with any 
student with obstacles being inspired by certain authors and their publica-
tions not necessarily connected with the subject matter (Dutta, 2015). All 
we need to do is to decide whether we are going to combine, explore or 
transform (Pugliese et al., 2010: 11-12) antecedent solutions in order to 
implement them to the new circumstances.
Thoughtfulness 
On behalf of the previously acknowledged sixteen personalities test let me mention 
a campaigner who on one hand is a quite arduous person always sufficiently in-
volved in malleable frame10 to accomplish a certain objective, for instance in educa-
tion. According to NERIS’s (2016) research there is only 7% of population around 
the world that can be described by psychologists using campaigner’s personality 
traits. On the other hand we may develop acronym11 – C.A.M.P.A.I.G.N.E.R. – 
that consists of peculiar idiosyncrasies of any individual who would like to make 
changes in a particular field or assist her/his students with special educational 
needs in various frames. They are as follows:
–  Curious = inquisitive: a teacher who is eager to learn something about peo-
ple she/he is working with including ASD students using Socrates-like con-
versations as main armor.
–  Anxious = thoughtful: a teacher who is showing consideration of others ‘in 
the process’ of learning in the classroom environment, but also in real life 
scenarios.
–  Martial = courageous = gallant: a teacher who is able to face a difficulty with-
out losing grip that is connected with state of mind and spirit. What’s more 
she/he is not going to relinquish effortlessly after taking risk and coming 
across possible missteps. Brave personality will recover, acclimate and sub-
mit another quick fixes to adequate states of affairs in one’s life.  
–  Passionate = compassionate = empathetic: a teacher who is acknowledged in 
any feasible crunch and is able to respond in accurate manner.
10 Another word for a task, but this time more flexible with an opportunity to adjust self-refer-
ential data.
11 Based on the third creative strategy introduced by Chaz Pugliese entitled ‘S.C.A.M.P.E.R.’ and 
creatively reused for educational purposes of this paper.
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–  Acute = insightful: a teacher who is understanding, is having acumen (intu-
ition), is able to see causes and consequences of the given dilemma and can 
predict unexpected. 
–  Indefatigable = diligent = independent: a teacher who is independently pains-
taking in order to aid those in need without looking behind. 
–  Genial: a teacher who is favorable for life, she/he is amicably and courte-
ously good-natured. 
–  Newscaster = communicative: this is one of the most important personality 
traits because ASD students are choosing people to talk to (Barbeau et al., 
2013; Hüther, 2014; 2015). You need to be very diplomatic in answering and 
asking questions without using unnecessary sarcasm or joke because learn-
ers might feel uncomfortable with. 
–  Energetic = enthusiastic: this is one of the most difficult personality traits to 
keep because you need to be always ready for unexpected and reacted posi-
tively on every trigger in the air.
–  Risk-taker = doer, mover and shaker in order to create environment of un-
derstanding and appreciation what is going on with ASD students. Unfortu-
nately, you will always take risks in that matter.
In a nutshell, remember to be yourself on every occasion. Please do not feel 
ashamed to involve intuition and feelings in a way you teach adolescents. 
Key
Belatedly time has come to make a step forward. Firstly, bear in mind lock stock and 
barrel. By way of clarification as a result of comprehensive research you are capable 
of perceiving each and every even indiscriminate obstacle. By the same token by vir-
tue of peculiar idiosyncrasies you have a proven capacity to go through somebody’s 
mental state as well as you are able to deliberate with. Considering bringing together 
and infusing certain problems withal fishing for smart resolutions you may be ready 
to anticipate outcomes in advance. Being well appointed you might spend amazingly 
successive period on the genuine in existence battlefield.  
Every milestone in educational positive energy driven get-up-and-go process 
ought to be reach thanks to commitment and equal embroilment of three elemen-
tary bodies in a shape of isosceles triangle, scilicet a student (on the top), a par-
ent (on the right side) and a teacher / form teacher (on the left side). Please never 
undervalue hearing with a particular student and his parent in furtherance of any 
learner’s wants and needs. A role of any listener is to hear along with using informa-
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tion rather than waiting for astute reply. Humanists are essential if it comes to lead-
ing dialogues. It might sound controversial, but a conversation can have some sort of 
remedial strength principally in exemplification where because of any rationale there 
was no chance of having this privilege at home. Acceptable communicator is going 
to open up slowly a given person stimulating a discussion to be aware of things that 
she can control, is able to excite and cannot influence obstacles (IB Team, 2016). We 
can react in a classroom observing what is going on with the pupil. Very useful are 
mindfulness strategies to control breath also Schwartz’s four steps and exercises con-
nected with behavioral therapies. Teacher-watcher should assess whether educate 
other classmates on a problematic case in the classroom. Everything depends on se-
riousness of the given situation. There is a huge possibility that the given student will 
be absent for a certain amount of time. We can use it wisely to prepare other children 
telling only this what they should know, not giving any details. Of course, I do not 
need to mention that regular contact with parents is fundamental. 
After collecting all the data you can demonstrate results of your investigation 
to other teachers as well as management creating a supportive and caring team that 
has one aim – to watch over o u r  student. Be prepared for sharing your idea how 
to work with ASD student in other classes. Each case is different, so one solution 
might be not suitable for every occasion, but making one misstep is not a tragedy 
in order to help adolescent. If your learner is more focused at school than at home 
do everything what you can to lower a number of homework that is given to her/
him. In order to make life at school for ASD student more predictable I would like 
to present, in a form of a table, my solution ‘One subject per one week’. Accord-
ing to my student passing subjects weekly was less stressful and clearer what to do 
than in more traditional way. Knowing forms of assessment, working at school and 
being aware which criteria could have been checked made her feel prepared (even 
though being reserved she underlined one thing that she is no matter what always 
‘choppy’). 
Table 1. Example of solution named ‘One subject per one week’
Week Subject(s) Teachers Forms of Assessment  during Classes IB Criteria
Notes / Dates / Specifica-
tions / Descriptions
1 English … Movie analysis (written as-signment) up to 350 words A …
2 Spanish … Power point presentation Listening – paper B C A …
3 Biology … Written assignment up to 220 words A …
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4 Chemistry … Atom’s structure and peri-odic table – presentation A C D …
5 Physics … Written assignment up to 350 words A-D …
6 ICT … Website or/and Database A-D …
7 Physical  Education … ‘Healthy Diet Menu’ A B D …
… … … … … …
Source: author
Table 2. Suggested differentiable and editable set up of daily routines in each subject  
for ASD students










… … … …
Source: author
To conclude, the ASD student was the best in her class passing all of the 
fifteen subjects with the highest average (being more precise: twelve excellent 
grades and three very good marks) and having second best at school result ful-
filling in outstanding manner all of the goals for school year 2015/2016. She 
was also a representative of the school in various competitions and she attended 
extra after school activities hooking up her wide range of hobbies that get a fix 
on music. 
Thanks to “Creativity in the Classroom” course I was introduced to the three 
creative strategies. One of them was simplicity, which requires using people as re-
sources. One thing sticks with me the most and I am very thankful for this lesson:
Simplicity is about adopting a frugal, minimalist, ecological, learner-centred and anti-exte-
rior-clutter approach in the classroom. (Chaz Pugliese et al, 2010: 16) 
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